
A Word from the Pastor 

 

Dear Soaring Saints, 

 As we think about travelling after our long period of isolation and restrictive movement, we may 

look to the airline industry for relief from our lack of movement about the country. As you contemplate 

returning to the airways during June, I encourage you to think about the very first sustained flight by a 

human being. Many may point to the Wright Brothers or Langley or any of another number of early flight 

pioneers. This would be off the mark, however, because you would be thinking of heavier-than-air craft. In 

fact, according to historyplace.com “the first sustained flight occurred as a hot-air balloon was launched at 

Annonay, France, by brothers Joseph and Jacques Montgolfier on June 5, 1783. Their 33-foot-diameter 

globe aerostatique ascended about 6,000 feet. In September, they repeated the experiment for King Louis 

XVI, using a sheep, rooster and duck as the balloon's passengers.” 

 As we think about this first flight, we can only imagine the amazement of those who witnessed this 

first flight. Soaring more than a mile high would have been unimaginable to the average person of that day. 

It would be another 120 years before the event that became the catalyst for the boom in air travel would 

occur. I would ask you to think about that amazing first flight and compare it with your first flight with the 

Holy Spirit. 

 As you became aware of the presence of the Holy Spirit, did you begin to sense of taking off through 

the skies and being uplifted and carried on the wings of doves? Was your heart strangely warmed as John 

Wesley’s was? As you sensed that something was happening within, were you overwhelmingly impelled, 

not compelled, but impelled from within, deep down in your soul?  

 To soar enveloped by the Spirit will lead us to unusual places, places we would never expect to 

make as our destination. To experience that very first flight gives us a taste of what might come, but in no 

way prepares us for a world of jumbo jets and super-sonic flight. The Montgolfiers could not have imagined 

the future they were contributing to. Neither can we imagine the future filled with God’s love that we are 

contributing to as we begin to soar through the heights of joy provided by God’s glory. So, during these 

Sundays after Pentecost, I ask you: are you a soaring saint lifted to great things by the impelling of the Holy 

Spirit? I pray that you are. 

Grace and Peace 

Pastor Dennis 

 


